Planetarium Science Center (PSC) School Year Program (SYP)
Within the School Year Program, the PSC offers school students a fun scientific program, divided over the school academic calendar. The program comprises: workshops, Super Science Shows, lectures, fieldtrips, camps, contests, competitions and exhibitions. Individuals and school groups have to register in advance to participate.

➢ **First and Second Semesters**
During the academic year, the PSC offers a schedule of workshops and activities designed for school groups and divided by age groups and some workshops are in line with general science curricula.

➢ **Summer and Mid-Year Programs**
Every summer vacation, the PSC designs a bouquet of hands-on workshops, lectures, planetarium and scientific shows, fieldtrips, camps and other innovative activities. The Program aims to increase the students’ love of science in an interactive and attractive manner, and is divided into stages by age group. Due to the limited places, individuals have to register in advance.

➢ **Outreach Program**
The PSC offers a collective program of workshops, Super Science Show, and mega-workshops offsite in schools and public places. The program aims to reach out the most remote communities and raise the public awareness of the important role of informal education.